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This book is the operations manual for the Duckie Drone.

✎

2

PAR
ART
TA

Build

✎

This section describes how to build the DuckieSky Drone Version 4. You will need:
• a drone kit
• a base station (i.e. personal computer)
• access to a lab, Maker, or Hacker space
• a highly-textured planar surface (e.g. poster board with many random hand-drawn
figures)
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UNIT A-1

Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

The goal of this project is to build your drone and test it with the solution code. Parts
necessary for the build are provided in your kit. In addition, you will need a base station (i.e. personal computer) in order to control the drone.

1.1. Base Station

✎

You will need a base station to connect to the drone and give it commands. Any Mac,
GNU/Linux, or Windows OS will be sufficient. If you are a Brown student taking the
course and do not have such a basestation, talk to us and we will provide one that you
can borrow for the semester.

1.2. Wher
Wheree ttoo w
work
ork

✎

Please ask the TAs about where to work and when.

1.3. Check
Checkoff
off

✎

Throughout the project are checkoff points where you will come show us your drone.
You can come to office hours to get checked off, and we will also provide special lab
hours for checkoff and help with the project.
We will check the following things:
• Solder joins. (Shorts? Mechanical failure?)
• Motors are correct orientation.
• Camera in the right spot.
• IR in the right spot.

UNIT A-2

Parts and Mat
Materials
erials List

✎

This document contains a list of parts and materials needed to build a drone. Every
item is included in a drone kit, unless specified otherwise.

2.1. FPV250 Dr
Drone
one F
Frrame

✎

Figure 2.2

Units: 1
Description: A 250mm plastic racing quad frame. Included in the frame box.

2.2. Pow
ower
er Distribution Boar
Board
d (PDB)

✎
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PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

Figure 2.4

Units: 1
Description: An electronic component that distributes power that it receives to other
components connected to it. Included in the frame box.

2.3. XT60 Connect
Connector
or + Pr
Prot
otectiv
ectivee Casing + 12A
12AW
WG R
Red
ed Wir
Wiree + 12A
12AW
WG
✎
Black Wir
Wiree

Figure 2.6

Units: 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
Description: When put together, makes a power connector cable that transfers power it
receives.

2.4. 2205 2300KV Brushless Mot
Motor
or

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST
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Figure 2.8

Units: 4 (2 clockwise and 2 counterclockwise)
Description: An actuator that spins at variable RPM based on how much power it receives. Note that the motor direction (CW or CCW) specifies only the nut threading,
not the direction of spin; both CW and CCW motors can spin bidirectionally.

2.5. 5040 3-Blade Pr
Propeller
opeller

✎

Figure 2.10

Units: 4 (2 clockwise and 2 counterclockwise, paired with motors)
Description: A device with blades that turns rotational motion into thrust. 5 refers to
the diameter in inches, and 4 refers to the distance the propeller would travel if turned
one rotation without slippage, e.g. in jello. Three blades gives more lift for a given diameter than two blades - at the cost of efficiency.

2.6. 30A Brushless Electr
Electronic
onic Speed Contr
Controller
oller (ESC)

✎
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PARTS

MATERIALS LIST

AND

Figure 2.12

Units: 4
Description: An electronic component that sends variable amount of power to a motor,
based on a specified input signal. Every motor needs one ESC.

2.7. 2.0mm Bullet Connect
Connector
or

✎

Figure 2.14

Units: 24 (12 male and 12 female)
Description: On the left is a male connector and on the right is a female connector. A
male connector can be inserted into a female connector to complete an electric connection.

2.8. 6mm + 4mm Br
Brass
ass Standoff

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST
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Figure 2.16

Units: 6
Description: A special type of screw that can also accept other screws.

2.9. M3 Black Bolt

✎

Figure 2.18

Units: 12-16
Description: A screw that can be screwed into a standoff or a motor. Included in the
motors box.

2.10. Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (Pi)

✎
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PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

Figure 2.20

Units: 1
Description: A single board computer that can execute code loaded via an SD card.

2.11. 16GB Micr
Microo SD Car
Card
d

✎

Figure 2.22

Units: 1
Description: A memory device, especially notable because it can store code and be inserted into a Pi.

2.12. Heat Sink

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST
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Figure 2.24

Units: 3 (14mm * 14mm * 7mm; 9mm * 9mm * 5mm; 12mm * 12mm * 1mm)
Description: A device that dissipates heat into the air. When attached to a Pi, it will regulate temperature at optimal levels.

2.13. Pi Mount

✎

Figure 2.26

Units: 1
Description: A 3D-printed mount for attaching the Raspberry Pi to the drone frame.

2.14. Scr
Screws
ews for Pi ttoo Pi Mount

✎
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PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

Figure 2.28

Units: 3
Description: Small screws for mounting the Pi on top of the pi mount. Included in the
frame box.

2.15. Bat
Batttery Eliminat
Eliminator
or Cir
Circuit
cuit (BE
(BEC)
C)

✎

Figure 2.30

Units: 1
Description: An electronic component that transforms high power into low power (in
technical terms, performs a voltage drop).

2.16. Flight Contr
Controller
oller (F
(FC)
C) + USB ttoo Micr
Microo USB

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

Flight Contr
Controller
oller

13

USB ttoo Micr
Microo USB

Units: 1 + 1
Description: A flight controller is a device that contains a few sensors: an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a gyroscope; an IMU measures linear accelerations and a
gyroscope measures angular velocities. These measurements are reported via a USB to
Micro USB. A flight controller can also send input signals to an ESC.

2.17. Ar
Arducam
ducam 5MP 1080p O
OV5647
V5647 Camer
Cameraa (Pi Cam) + 15pin Fle
Flexible
xible
✎
Flat Cable (FF
(FFC)
C)

Figure 2.32

Units: 1 + 1
Description: A sensor that observes 2D images of the world and reports it on a FFC cable. FFC included in pi cam box.

2.18. Infr
Infrar
ared
ed Sensor (IR) + IR Sensor Cable

✎
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PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

Figure 2.34

Units: 1 + 1
Description: A sensor that measures distance to an object using infrared beams, then
reports it on a cable.

2.19. Perma-Pr
erma-Prot
otoo Raspberry Pi Hat (Pi Hat)

✎

Figure 2.36

Units: 1
Description: A breadboard specifically designed for easy attachment to a Pi.

2.20. Adafruit Analog
Analog-t
-too-Digital Con
Convvert
erter
er (ADC)

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST
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Figure 2.38

Units: 1
Description: A device that converts real-valued signals (i.e. analog) into discrete-valued
signals (i.e. digital).

2.21. 1500mAh 3S 20C LiP
LiPoo Bat
Batttery

✎

Figure 2.40

Units: 1
Description: A lithium polymer battery used to power the drone.

2.22. 12V 2-3S LiP
LiPoo Charg
Charger
er + AC/DC US Charg
Chargee A
Adapt
dapter
er

✎
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PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST

LiP
LiPoo Charg
Charger
er

Charg
Chargee A
Adapt
dapter
er

Units: 1 + 1
Description: A charger used to charge a LiPo battery. A charger adapter is needed in
order to plug the charger into a wall outlet.

2.23. Velcr
elcroo

✎

Figure 2.42

Units: 1
Description: A velcro strip used to hold the battery to the drone.

2.24. Heat Shrinks (not included)

✎

PARTS

AND

MATERIALS LIST
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Figure 2.44

Description: A heat shrink (a.k.a heatshrink or heat-shrink tubing) is a shrinkable plastic insulator tube used to insulate wires. It is commonly used as a “sleeve” over a solder
joint.

2.25. Zip Ties (not included)

✎

Figure 2.46

Description: A zip tie is a type of fastener for holding items together, primarily electrical
cables or wires.
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UNIT A-3

Lab Equipment List

✎

This document contains a list of lab equipment we recommend having in your Makerspace.

3.1. Soldering Ir
Iron
on

✎

Figure 3.2. Soldering Iron

Description: You will use the soldering iron to connect electrical components of the
drone together.

3.2. Solder

✎

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST
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Figure 3.4. Solder

Description: The soldering iron melts the solder so that electrical components can be
connected.

3.3. Solder W
Wool
ool

Figure 3.6. Solder Wool

Description: Used to clean the tip of the soldering iron.

✎
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LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

3.4. Soldering F
Fan
an

✎

Figure 3.8. Soldering Fan

Description: The soldering fan sucks up the smoke made when the solder melts so that
you do not inhale it.

3.5. Helping Hands

Figure 3.10. Helping Hands

Description: Useful for holding components in place when soldering.

✎

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

3.6. Wir
Wiree Snips

21
✎

Figure 3.12. Wire Snips

Description: Used to cut wires.

3.7. Wir
Wiree Strippers

✎

Figure 3.14. Wire Strippers

Description: Used to remove the nonconductive casing from the end of a wire so that
the wire can be soldered to a component.
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LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

3.8. Heat Gun

✎

Figure 3.16. Heat Gun

Description: Blows hot air so that heat shrinks can shrink over a solder joint.

3.9. Pliers

Figure 3.18. Pliers

Description: Useful for holding wires and securing standoffs.

✎

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

3.10. Philips Scr
Screw
ew Driv
Driver
er

23
✎

Figure 3.20. Philips Screw Driver

3.11. 2.5 mm Allen W
Wrrench

✎
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LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

Figure 3.22. 2.5 mm Allen Wrench

Description: Used to secure screws on drone.

3.12. Double Sided Mounting T
Tape
ape

✎

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST
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Figure 3.24. Double Sided Mounting Tape

Description: Used to attach the camera and flight controller to the drone.

3.13. Wir
Wiree for ESCs

✎
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LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

Figure 3.26. Wire for ESCs

Description: Wire that will be soldered to the ESCs so that they can be connected to the
motors.

3.14. Wir
Wiree for Pi Hat

✎

Figure 3.28. Wire for Pi Hat

Description: Used to connect components on the Pi Hat. The wir
wires
es for ESC ar
aree thick
thicker
er
than the wir
wires
es for pi Hat

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

3.15. Hot Glue Gun

27
✎

Figure 3.30. Hot Glue Gun

Description: Used to secure mini USB connector to the flight controller.

3.16. Electrical T
Tape
ape

✎
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LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

Figure 3.32. Electrical Tape

Description: If you accidentally burn the casing of a wire with the soldering iron, you
can protect the wire by wrapping it in electrical tape.

3.17. Multimet
Multimeter
er

✎

LAB EQUIPMENT LIST

29

Figure 3.34. Multimeter

Description: Used to test the connection and voltage across components on your drone.
This tool will be used to confirm you correctly completed steps of the build.
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UNIT A-4

Phase 0: Pr
Prep
ep W
Work
ork

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 5 hours

4.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

Before you begin, please ensure you have all the parts in the parts and materials list.
In this phase of the build, you will do prep work for the next phases of the build. This
phase will require a lot of soldering, so please go through a soldering tutorial before
starting.
Safety Tips:
• Be careful holding wires and components with your bare hands while soldering, as
they will get very hot very quickly. We recommend using long-nose pliers or helping
hands whenever possible.
• Don’t touch the soldering iron tip (or any other metal piece) while the soldering
iron is on, since doing so can cause burns. If you get burned, rinse the affected area
with cold water immediately.
• Likewise, don’t use the soldering iron on anything you don’t intend to solder. The
high heat will cause things to melt or burn.
• Don’t breathe soldering fumes; use a soldering fan whenever possible.
• If you have difficulty soldering (e.g. shaky hands), please seek the advice of a TA or
teacher.

4.2. Strip and Tin Wir
Wires
es

✎

Stripping is the process of removing a portion of insulator from a wire in order to expose
its strands. It is done by using a wire stripper.

(b) An unstripped wire

(d) A stripped wire

Figure 4.2. To Strip a Wire

Tinning is the process of applying solder to exposed wire. It is done by using a soldering

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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iron to melt solder into the exposed wire.

(b) An untinned wire

(d) A tinned wire

Figure 4.4. To Tin a Wire

The purpose of stripping and tinning wires is to allow them to be joined together. By itself, stripping would not allow wires to be joined because the exposed wires would have
no way to “stick” to each other.
However, tinning does allow exposed wires to “stick” (i.e. join) to each other by using
the fact that solder turns into a liquid when exposed to high heat, but into a solid when
the heat is removed; this means wires can be joined by:
1. Putting the tinned wires next to each other so they are touching.
2. Heating solder on both wires simultaneously so each turns into a liquid. The liquids will then combine.
3. Removing the heat so the liquid solidifies, thus joining the two wires.
See this tutorial to learn how to tin and join two wires.
An alternate way to tin a wire would be to wrap the wire with solder, then melt with a
soldering iron:

32

PHASE 0: PREP WORK

(b) An untinned wire

(d) A tinned wire

Figure 4.6. An Alternate Way to Tin a Wire

Furthermore, since solder is conductive, the resulting joint acts as a bridge for electricity traveling between the connected wires!
• In this phase, strip and tin all of your parts, so that in latter phases they can be joined
together.
• Notes:
◦ Sometimes parts will have wires already tinned out-of-the-box by the manufacturer (i.e. pre-tinned). You can identify this by: 1) the “shininess” of the tip of a wire
and 2) the inability to fray the wire strands of the tip of a wire. However, such tinning
is often ineffective. Cut off any pre-tinned tips, then strip and tin the part yourself.
◦ Only tin red and black wires on the IN side of BEC.
◦ Do not substitute the red and brown wire pair in the flight controller box with
any other wire pair in the box.
◦ If the red and brown wire pair has a black connector on each wire, then cut off
each black connector. Strip and tin the remaining portion of each wire.
◦ Do not cut off the white connector from the red and brown wire pair. If you accidentally do, then seek the help of a TA or teacher to solder the white connector back
on the wires.

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
Table 4.2. Parts Need Tinning
Part N
Name
ame

Amount

ESC

4

Motor

4

BEC

1

Red and brown wire
pair (in FC box)

1

Aft
After
er Tinning Pictur
Picturee

33
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PHASE 0: PREP WORK

4.3. Solder wir
wires
es ont
ontoo ESC pads

✎

In this section, you will prepare your ESCs. Each ESC has 3 pads labeled A, B, and C.
The labels are on the bottom of the ESC:

Figure 4.8. Pad Letters

1.

Gather the following parts:
◦ 4 ESCs
◦ Heat Shrinks (recommend 13mm width)
◦ 12 pieces of wire (recommend 4 red, 4 yellow, and 4 blue - each 3in. length)
2. For each ESC:
a. Use your fingers (or small wire cutters) to very carefully remove excess material
from each ESC pad.

(b) Excess Material on ESC Pads
Figure 4.10. Clean ESC Pads

(d) After Removing the Excess Material

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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b. Strip one end of a red wire. Wrap solder around the exposed strands, especially
around the tip of the wire. DO NOT tin the wrapped solder.
c. Using long-nosed pliers, lightly push the wrapped wire end onto pad A.

Figure 4.12. Wire Pushed onto Pad

d. Use a soldering iron to simultaneously melt the wrapped solder into the wire
and pad A. The best way to do this is to place the edge of the soldering iron tip against
the left-hand side of the pad - thus touching both the pad and the wire. Smooth out
the melted solder by carrying the soldering iron from the left-hand side to the top,
then down the right-hand side of the pad. If needed, repeat the motion back-andforth or focus on any side (i.e. left, top, right) of the joint.

(b) Motion 1

36

PHASE 0: PREP WORK

(d) Motion 2

(f) Motion 3
Figure 4.14. Solder onto ESC Pads

e. Lightly pull the wire soldered to the pad and verify it stays on. If it does, melt the
rest of the wrapped solder into the wire (i.e. tin it).
f. Repeat the previous four steps for the other pads, specifically a yellow wire on
pad B and a blue wire on pad C.
Not
ote:
e: the wire colors are purely our convention. Feel free to use other colors if needed.
a. Do a connectivity check between each pair of soldered wires (recommend doing
this now instead of in checkoff later). The multimeter should not beep, otherwise
there is a short between the pair; if the multimeter does hold a continuous beep,
then you will need to fix the short by removing any excess solder forming a bridge
between the problematic pair of wires.

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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(b) RY Check

(d) RB Check

(f) YB Check
Figure 4.16. Connectivity Check on Wires

b. Put a heat shrink over the ESC. The heat shrink should cover (length-wise) the
exposed soldered wires on one end and half the ESC on the other end. Apply heat to
shrink the heat shrink.

38

PHASE 0: PREP WORK

(b) A Prepared ESC

(d) A Prepared ESC with Heat Shrinks

Figure 4.18. Put Heat Shrinks on ESCs

c. Strip and tin all wires of the completed ESC (if not already done). This effectively
amounts to stripping and tinning the other end of the red, yellow, and blue wires.

4.4. Solder bullet connect
connectors
ors

✎

Before beginning this section, please refer to a bullet connector soldering tutorial.
Not
ote:
e: You can use any setup to hold the bullet connector, so long as the setup is not
thermally conductive.
1. Gather the following parts:
2. 4 completed ESCs
3. 4 motors
4. 12 bullet connectors, female
5. 12 bullet connectors, male
6. Heat shrinks (recommend 4mm in width)
7. For each ESC:
a. Solder a female bullet connector to each of the 3 ESC wires (i.e. red, yellow,
blue).
b. Put a heat shrink over each solder joint. For female connectors: the heat shrink
should cover the solder joint on one end and run the entire length of the bullet connector. Apply heat to shrink the heat shrink.

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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(b) Female Bullet Connectors on ESCs (Ignore color of wires)

(d) Female Bullet Connector with Heat Shrinks
Figure 4.20. Put Heat Shrinks on Female Bullet Connectors

8.

For each motor:
a. Solder a male bullet connector to each of the motor’s wires.
b. Put a heat shrink over each solder joint. For male connectors: the heat shrink
should cover the solder joint on one end and run only the short length of the cylindrical part. Apply heat to shrink the heat shrink.

(b) Male Bullet Connectors on Motor wires
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PHASE 0: PREP WORK

(d) Male Bullet Connector with Heat Shrinks
Figure 4.22. Put Heat Shrinks on Male Bullet Connectors

4.5. Cr
Creat
eatee an XT60 Connect
Connector
or Cable
Please skip this step if your kit already contains a completed XT60 connector cable:

Figure 4.24. Completed XT60 Connector

1.

Gather the following parts:
◦ XT60 connector (Female)
◦ Protective casing for XT60 connector
◦ 12AWG red wire, 12AWG black wire
◦ Heat shrinks (recommend 5mm-9mm width)

Figure 4.26. Parts for XT60 Connector

2.

Strip the red and black wires.

Figure 4.28. Stripped Red and Black Wires

✎

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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3. Insert the XT60 connector into one of the alligator clips of a pair of helping hands,
with the positive (+) pin facing up.
4. Insert the exposed strands of the red wire into the positive (+) pin of the XT60 connector. If several extraneous strands lie outside the pin, then twist the wire in your fingers - this will get the strands to curl into the pin. Once sure that nearly all exposed
strands are in the pin, attach the other alligator clip to the wire.

Figure 4.30. Wire and XT60 Connector in Helping Hands

5. Key St
Step:
ep: Use a soldering iron to heat the top-side of the wire. Melt a pool of solder
onto the wire (not
not onto the soldering iron tip directly). Once a medium-sized pool has
formed, stop feeding solder into the pool. Then drag and smooth the pool of solder onto
the top-side of the rest of the exposed wire and the top-side of the corresponding XT60
pin.
Not
ote:
e: Minimize the time spent applying heat to the pin via the soldering iron. Heat
applied for too long will dislodge the pin from the casing!

(b) Creating Solder Pool

(d) Dragging Pool Through

Figure 4.32. Solder XT60 Connector: Step 1, Solder Top

6. Rotate the helping hands up by ~90° so that the front-side of the wire/pin is now
facing up. Repeat the key step for this side.
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PHASE 0: PREP WORK

(b) Creating Solder Pool

(d) Dragging Pool Through

Figure 4.34. Solder XT60 Connector: Step 2, Solder Front

7. Rotate the helping hands back down by ~90°. Then take the wire and XT60 connector out of the alligator clips, roll by 180°, and put back into the alligator clips; this
effectively turns the setup outside-in, making the bottom-side (i.e. side in-between the
two pins) of the wire/pin face up. Repeat the key step for this side.

(b) Creating Solder Pool

(d) Dragging Pool Through

Figure 4.36. Solder XT60 Connector: Step 3, Solder Bottom

8. Rotate the helping hands up by ~90° so that the front-side (i.e. original back-side)
is facing up. Repeat the key step for this side.

(b) Creating Solder Pool
Figure 4.38. Solder XT60 Connector: Step 4, Solder Back

(d) Dragging Pool Through

PHASE 0: PREP WORK
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9. Repeat the previous six steps for the negative (-) pin. Once complete, verify that a
red wir
wiree is connect
connected
ed ttoo the positiv
positivee (+) XT60 pin and a black wir
wiree is connect
connected
ed ttoo the
neg
negativ
ativee (-) XT60 pin
pin.
10. Apply heat shrinks to the red and black wires. Make sure the connector pins are
covered by the heat shrinks.
11. Slide the protective casing through the red and black wires, then attach to the
XT60 connector.
Not
ote:
e: It may help to lightly use a pair of long-nose pliers to attach the XT60 connector.

Figure 4.40. Attaching Casing with Pliers

12. Strip and tin all wires of the completed XT60 connector cable (if not already
done). This effectively amounts to stripping and tinning the other end of the red and
black wires.

4.6. Check
Checkoff
off

✎

• Visually inspect each ESC and verify that the heat shrinks are on properly; there
should be no exposed wires and each heat shrink should be a tight fit.
• Visually inspect that each of the following is stripped and tinned: 4 ESCs, 4 motors,
BEC, XT60 connector, red and brown wire pair.
• Visually inspect that a red wire is connected to the positive (+) XT60 pin and a black
wire is connected to the negative (-) XT60 pin. A simple way to verify: a red wire should
be connected to the pin on the flat side of the XT60 connector and a black wire should

44

PHASE 0: PREP WORK

be connected to the pin on the rounded side of the XT60 connector.
• Do a connectivity check on the XT60 connector cable; verify there is no short between the red and black wire.
• Do a connectivity check on each ESC; for each ESC, verify there are no shorts between any two wires you soldered.

UNIT A-5

Phase 1: Establish P
Pow
ower
er Distribution

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 1 hour

5.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

A drone contains many electronic components that enable it to fly. These components
require power (via a voltage source) in order to function.
In this phase of the build, you will establish power distribution to your drone so that all
its components receive power. At a high level, establishing power distribution requires
the following:
• A component(s) which requires power
• A power connector cable that provides power when a power source (e.g. battery) is
connected to it
• A PDB (i.e. Power Distribution Board) that receives power from a power connector
cable and provides it to each component that requires power.
Visually, the flow of power looks like:

Figure 5.2. Flow of Power

5.2. Tin the PDB

✎

Similar to exposed wires, the metal pads on a PDB need to be tinned. This will allow
tinned wires to be joined to the pads - and therefore the PDB.
• Tin every pad on the PDB, except the 5V and 12V pads.
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PHASE 1: ESTABLISH POWER DISTRIBUTION

Figure 5.4. Tinned PDB

Not
ote:
e:
• Unless stated otherwise, red wires should be soldered to positive (+) pads and black
wires should be soldered to negative (-) pads.
• Be careful not to aggresively push the soldering iron tip into the PDB, as too much
force will cut the pads right off!

5.3. Solder ESCs ttoo the PDB

✎

An ESC (i.e. Electronic Speed Control) is a component which requires power. It takes
this power and provides a variable amount of it to a motor; since a motor’s RPM depends on how much power it gets, an ESC can control how fast a motor spins by controlling how much power it supplies the motor.
• Solder each of your 4 ESCs to the PDB.

Figure 5.6. ESCs Soldered to PDB

PHASE 1: ESTABLISH POWER DISTRIBUTION
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Not
ote:
e:
• Do not solder the wires flat against the PDB - solder them at ~40° angle. If you solder
them flat, then you will not be able to fit the PDB into the drone frame.

5.4. Solder BE
BEC
C ttoo the PDB

✎

A BEC (i.e. Battery Eliminator Circuit) is a component which requires power. It takes
this power and outputs a constant amount of lower power (in technical terms, it performs a voltage drop. Our BEC does a 12V to 5V voltage drop). The BEC is important
because some components in latter phases require lower power than supplied by the
battery.
• Solder your BEC to the PDB.

Figure 5.8. BEC Soldered to PDB

Not
ote:
e:
• Like before, solder wires at ~40° angle.
• Solder the wires on the IN side of the BEC (i.e. the wires you tinned in the Prep
Work phase) to the PDB, not the OUT side. “IN” is short for “input”, which is why its
wires should connect to the PDB.

5.5. Solder rred
ed and br
brown
own wir
wiree pair ttoo the PDB

✎

The red and brown wire pair (from the flight controller box) is a component which requires power. It takes this power and simply passes it along to the white stub on the
other end. What is the point of this? In a latter phase, you will connect the white stub
to your flight controller. This will allow the flight controller to observe or monitor the
power traversing the PDB. For this reason, the red and brown wire pair is called the
battery monitor lead.
• Solder the red and brown wire pair to the PDB. Due to its small size, you will need
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to solder onto another pair of wires, e.g. BEC wires. The red wire should connect to a
positive (+) pad and the brown wire should connect to a negative (-) pad.

Figure 5.10. Battery Monitor Lead Soldered to PDB

Not
ote:
e:
• While trying to solder on these wires, you may accidentally unsolder the existing
wires from the PDB. We recommend temporarily holding down the existing wires with
long-nose pliers, tape, or helping hands.

5.6. Solder XT60 Connect
Connector
or Cable ttoo the PDB

✎

A XT60 connector cable is a component which provides power when a power source
(e.g. battery) is connected to it. By soldering it to the PDB, the PDB will get power to
distribute to other components.
• Solder your XT60 connector cable to the PDB.
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Figure 5.12. XT60 Connector Cable Soldered to PDB

Not
ote:
e:
• Since this wire is thicker than the others, it is more difficult to solder to the pads. Be
careful not to solder/cut the pads off the PDB!

5.7. Attach parts ttoo dr
drone
one fr
frame
ame

✎

This section will cover attaching the first set of items to the drone frame.
Before beginning, verify the PDB is completely soldered with all necessary parts (as
covered in previous sections).
For reference, here are the motor directions with respect to the frame:

Figure 5.14. Motor Directions on Drone

1.

Gather the following:
◦ Drone frame
◦ Completed PDB
◦ 4 motors (2 CW, 2 CCW)
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◦ Velcro
◦ 4 standoffs
◦ 12 black screws (in motors box, not drone frame box)
2. Place the drone frame on a flat surface so that the back is facing you.

Figure 5.16. Orientation of Drone Frame

3. Feed the velcro through the center of the drone frame. Make sure the fuzzy side is
facing down.

Figure 5.18. Velcro through Drone Frame

4.

Screw a black screw into each of the standoffs.

PHASE 1: ESTABLISH POWER DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 5.20. Putting Screws in Standoffs

5. Place the completed PDB into the center of the drone frame. For each of the 4 corner screw holes of the PDB, screw a standoff through the hole and into the drone frame.
Note that the drone frame doesn’t have screw grooves for the standoffs - you will create
these grooves by lightly applying downward force while screwing.

(b) Applying Downward Force

(d) PDB Secured in Drone Frame

Figure 5.22. Put PDB on Drone Frame

6. Attach CW motors to the bottom-right and top-left of the drone frame, using 2
black screws for each attachment.
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(b) Top View

(d) Bottom View
Figure 5.24. Attaching CW Motors

7. Attach CCW motors to the bottom-left and top-right of the drone frame, using 2
black screws for each attachment.
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(b) Top View

(d) Bottom View
Figure 5.26. Attaching CCW Motors

8. For each motor, connect its male bullect connectors to the female bullet connectors
of the ESC in the motor’s corner (e.g. top-left motor connects to top-left ESC). Any connection order will suffice for now, as you will be able to change them in a latter phase.
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Figure 5.28. Connecting Bullet Connectors

5.8. Check
Checkoff
off

✎

• Visually inspect the drone to verify the following:
• All red wires connected to the PDB are connected to positive (+) pads
• All black wires connected to the PDB are connected to negative (-) pads
• The wires on the IN side - NO
NOT
T the OUT side - of the BEC are soldered to the PDB
• For the battery monitor lead: the red wire is connected to a positive (+) pad while
the brown wire is connected to a negative (-) pad
• Do a connectivity check on the PDB; verify there is:
• a short between any positive (+) pad and any other positive (+) pad
• a short between any negative (-) pad and any other negative (-) pad
• no short between any positive (+) pad and any negative (-) pad
• ONL
ONLY
Y if the connectivity check passed, do a DC voltage check on the PDB; plug in
a 12V battery and verify there is:
• ~0V between any positive (+) pad and any other positive (+) pad
• ~0V between any negative (-) pad and any other negative (-) pad
• ~12V between any positive (+) pad and any negative (-) pad.
Not
ote:
e: If the battery is X volts instead of 12 volts (e.g. 10), then the multimeter will
show X volts instead of 12 volts.
• ONL
ONLY
Y if the DC voltage check passed, re-connect a battery to your drone and verify
the following:
• The ESCs emitted a quick succession of 3 beeps.
• The bottom of the drone frame is illuminating, due to the LEDs on the bottom of
the PDB.

UNIT A-6

Phase 2: A
Atttach Sensors

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 5 hours

6.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

At a high level, a sensor is a device that observes something about the world and reports
its observations on an electrical wire. For example, a camera can be a sensor.
In contrast, an actuat
actuator
or is a device that does something when provided power via an
electrical wire. For example, a motor can be an actuator.
The simplest possible robot is one that has only actuators. However, a robot with any
amount of autonomy would also require sensors. This is because such a robot would
need observations about its world in order to decide what to do with its actuators.
In this phase of the build, you will prepare and attach sensors to the drone frame. In
a latter phase, you will connect the corresponding electrical wires of the sensors to the
“brain” of the drone (i.e. a micro-computer).

6.2. Attach Pi Cam

✎

The Pi Cam is a sensor which observes 2D images of the world. It will be attached to
the drone frame facing downward. This will allow the drone’s micro-computer to compare different images of the ground in order to determine how fast the drone is moving
in the x and y directions.
1. Gather the following:
◦ Pi Cam
◦ 15pin FFC (likely in Pi Cam box, already attached)
◦ Double sided mounting tape
2. If not already done, attach the FFC to the Pi Cam. The shorter side should go into
the camera port.
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(b) Good FFC Attachment (shorter side in camera port)

(d) Bad FFC Attachment (longer side in camera port)
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Figure 6.2. FFC Attachment

3. Put double sided mounting tape on the top, left, and right sides of the pi cam. Cut
off any excess tape.

Figure 6.4. Pi Cam with Tape

4. Attach the Pi Cam to the hole in the back of the drone (attach on top so camera
faces downward). Ensure that the attachment is not skewed.
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(b) Pi Cam without Skew

(d) Pi Cam with Skew

Figure 6.6. Attach the Pi Cam (bottom-up view)

6.3. Attach IR sensor

✎

The IR sensor is a sensor which measures distance to an object by utilizing infrared
beams. It will be attached to the drone frame facing downward. This will allow the
drone’s micro-computer to gather information regarding its distance from the ground
(i.e. height).
However, the IR sensor cable cannot be plugged into the drone’s micro-computer directly. The sensor measurement must first go through analog-to-digital (i.e. ADC) conversion. This conversion is necessary so that the micro-computer understands the measurements.
Implementing this conversion requires building a basic circuit that sends the IR sensor
output (the yellow wire) to an ADC device as input. In block-diagram form, this looks
like:
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Figure 6.8. ADC Circuit Block Diagram

You will build a basic circuit corresponding to the diagram by using a special type of
breadboard (i.e. Pi Hat).
One useful property of a breadboard is that it has rails. A rail is a sequence of holes that
share an electrical connection:

Figure 6.10. Rails Highlighted on Pi Hat

This is useful because: 1) it means every wire put on a rail will see the same measurement and 2) it does not matter into which hole on a rail a wire is inserted. For example,
if wire A reports sensor measurements and is put into rail 1 hole 1, then wire B can go
into any hole on rail 1 to receive the reports by wire A.
1. Gather the following:
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◦ ADC
◦ ADC header pins set (in ADC packet)
◦ Pi Hat
◦ Pi Hat header board set (in Pi Hat packet)
◦ IR sensor
◦ IR sensor cable (likely in IR bag)
◦ Red and black wires on OUT side of BEC (by this phase, BEC should be attached
to PDB)
◦ 4 pieces of thin wire (recommend 22-24 AWG, 3 in. length, colors: red, black,
green, and blue)
2. Cut the black part off the IR sensor cable, then strip each wire.

(b) Top View
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(d) IR sensor cable post-cut (not yet stripped)
Figure 6.12. IR sensor cable pre-cut

3.

Cut the black part off the BEC OUT wires, then strip each wire.

(b) BEC wires pre-cut

(d) BEC wires post-cut (not yet stripped)
Figure 6.14. ADC Pins Soldered

4. Cut/break the ADC header pin set to the same number as holes on the ADC. Solder
the short end of the header pins int
intoo the ADC - NO
NOT
T THE L
LONG
ONG END
END..
Not
ote:
e:
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◦ There is no electric conductivity between individual header pins, so it is okay if
you accidentally cut/break too many pins from the set (e.g. full set of 12 pins broken
into a set of 8 and set of 4 - instead of the needed 10). Simply break additional pins as
needed (e.g. break 2 more pins from the set of 4, then you will have 8 + 2 = 10 pins).

(b) Top View

(d) Side View
Figure 6.16. ADC Pins Soldered

5. Solder the ADC and all wires to the Pi Hat according to the diagram (strip wires as
needed):
Not
ote:
e:
◦ Recall that the Pi Hat is a breadboard, so it has rails. The wires you solder do not
need to go into exact holes; each wire just needs to go into a hole on the same rail as
its corresponding ADC pin (e.g. red wire does not need to go into pin immediately
adjacent to VDD pin of ADC - it can go into any hole of that rail).
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Figure 6.18. Pi Hat Wiring Diagram

For reference, the completed circuit will look like the following:

(b) Top View

(d) Bottom View

Figure 6.20. Soldered Header Board

6. Solder the Pi Hat header board set to the Pi Hat.
Not
ote:
e:
◦ Attach the header board set to the bottom of the Pi Hat, not the top; the black part
should be on the bottom side of the Pi Hat.
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(b) Top View

(d) Bottom View

Figure 6.22. Soldered Header Board

7.

Use zip-ties to attach the IR sensor to the bottom of the front of the drone frame:

(b) Top View

(d) Bottom View

previous err
error
or next (2 of 5) index
error

Repeated use of ID "subfig:add-id-figure-140466713103888"
These are the locations indicated:
repeat
epeated-use
ed-use
Jump to element in output file.
original-use
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Jump to element in output file.
Created by function detect_duplicate_IDs in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links .
Figure 6.24. Attached IR Sensor

8.

Attach the IR sensor cable (wires now soldered to Pi Hat) to the IR sensor.

6.4. Attach Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

The flight controller (i.e. FC) contains multiple sensors: an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU) and a gyroscope. The IMU measures linear accelerations and the gyroscope
measures angular velocities. The flight controller also sends electric signals to the
ESCs.
The FC will have three cables connected to it (in the steps of this section): a USB to micro USB cable, a red and brown wire pair (i.e. battery monitor lead), and a PWM wire
set. The USB to micro USB cable will be the electrical wire that the FC uses to report its
sensors’ observations. The battery monitor lead will allow the FC to monitor the power
flow on the PDB (technically speaking, the voltage). The PWM wire set will allow the
FC to send electrical signals to the ESCs.
The PWM wire set can be found inside the FC box:

Figure 6.26. PWM Wire Set

The corresponding ports on the FC are:
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Figure 6.28. Ports on FC

1.

Gather the following:
◦ Flight Controller
◦ Micro USB to USB cable
◦ Double sided mounting tape
◦ PWM wire set (inside FC box)
2. Connect the red and brown wire pair to the FC. Connect the PWM wire set to the
FC. Connect the micro USB to USB cable to the FC. Note that there is a correct orientation to the connections - do not try to force them in.
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Figure 6.30. Cables Connect to FC

1. Put double sided mounting tape on the bottom of the FC. Cut off any excess tape.
2. Attach the FC to front of the drone. Ensure the FC is not skewed and it is pushed
against the frame body.
Not
ote:
e:
◦ Try to minimize the FC skew as much as possible. If you think of the FC as being
foward-facing eyes, then a skewed FC would make a cross-eyed drone!
◦ Once the FC is attached, do a “rock test” (i.e. try to rock the FC back-and-forth by
pushing the corners). If the FC rocks, then the double sided mounting tape used is
too soft and is compressing under pressure. Detach the FC from the frame (e.g. carefully use a flat-head screwdriver) and replace the tape with more robust tape.
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(b) FC without Skew

(d) FC with Skew

Figure 6.32. Attach FC (bottom-up view)

6.5. Check
Checkoff
off
• Perform a “Rock Test” of the attached FC and verify it does not rock.

✎

UNIT A-7

Phase 3: Device Conf
Configur
iguration
ation

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 1 hour

7.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

In this phase of the buid, you will configure and calibrate the drone’s devices. This includes:
• Flashing your SD card with our software stack
• Configuring the flight controller for our desired mode of operation
• Calibrating the ESCs with respect to the flight controller
The flight controller will receive roll, pitch, yaw, and thrust instructions from the
drone’s computer and send corresponding electrical signals to the ESCs (i.e. PWM signals). The ESCs will use those signals to send variable amounts of power to the motors.
Then, the motors will spin in such a way so that the desired roll, pitch, yaw, and thrust
are achieved. The flight controller knows what signals to send to the ESCs because it
has an IMU (i.e. Inertial Measurement Unit), which measures the roll, pitch, and yaw
of the drone.

7.2. Flashing Y
Your
our SD Car
Card
d

✎

In order for the drone to operate autonomously, it must have an intelligent system in
place which dictates what to do. Our software stack will be such a system, which we
will load into the drone’s computer using an SD card.
1. Gather the following:
◦ A workstation (or personal computer)
◦ Micro SD card
2. On a workstation, downlaod the image flashing tool Etcher.
3. On a workstation, download the latest drone image.
4. Connect the micro SD card to the workstation.
5. Open Etcher and select the downloaded drone image. Then select the micro SD
card as the drive to flash. Finally, click the “Flash” button.
Not
ote:
e: flashing will take 1 - 2 hours. In the meantime, you can move on to the next
sections.

7.3. Flashing the Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Before the FC can be configured, it must first be flashed with firmware. Firm
Firmw
war
aree is a
special type of software that allows hardware to be controlled programmatically. Once
the FC is flashed, a program called Cleanflight can be used to configure it.
1. Gather the following:
◦ A workstation (or personal computer)
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◦ Flight controller (by this phase, it should be attached to drone)
◦ USB to micro USB cable (by this phase, it should be connected to FC)
2. On a workstation, install and open Cleanflight.
3. Click on “Firmware Flasher” on the left sidebar.

Figure 7.2. Firmware Flasher

4. Toggle on the following options: “No reboot sequence”, “Flash on connect”, and
“Full chip erase”.
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Figure 7.4. Toggled Options

5. Select “NAZE” and firmware version “2.1” from the dropdowns. Alternatively, if
you have custom firmware to flash, instead click on “Load Firmware [Local]” in the
bottom right corner of the window and select your custom fireware file.
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(b) Selecting Firmware from Dropdowns

(d) Loading Custom Firmware
Figure 7.6. Firmware Flash

6. On the FC, there are two holes marked “boot” (i.e. bootloader pins). Take a short
piece of wire that is stripped on both sides and short the two holes with the wire.
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(b) Bootloader Pins on FC
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(d) Wire in Bootloader Pins

Figure 7.8. Use Bootloader

7. Connect the shorted FC to the workstation via a USB to micro USB cable. It should
immediately start flashing because of the “flash on connect” option. Flashing will be
complete once the bar at the bottom of the screen says “Programming: SUCCESSFUL”.
Not
ote:
e:
◦ If the bar instead reaches halfway and then says “Verifying: FAILED”, do not worry - it has flashed successfully.

Figure 7.10. Flashing
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8. Disconnect the FC from the workstation, remove the wire in the bootloader pins,
and close Cleanflight.

7.4. Conf
Configuring
iguring Y
Your
our Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Now that the FC has been flashed with firmware, it can be configured with Cleanflight.
1. Gather the following:
◦ A workstation (or personal computer) with Cleanflight installed
◦ Flight controller (by this phase, it should be attached to drone)
◦ USB to micro USB cable (by this phase, it should be connected to FC)
2. If not already done: remove the bootloader wire from the FC, disconnect it from
the workstation, and close Cleanflight.
3. Open Cleanflight, reconnect the FC to the workstation, and click the “Connect”
button in the top right corner of the screen (this is not needed if “auto-connect” is toggled on).

Figure 7.12. Connecting FC to Cleanflight

4. Go to “Ports” tab and make sure SerialRX for UART2 is disabled and click “Save
and Reboot.” UART2 is a pin on the flight controller, and we want to make sure it only
uses the USB.
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Figure 7.14. Ports Configuration

5. Go to “Configuration” tab. Change the ESC/Motor protocol to “MULTISHOT”. Set
the Minimum Throttle to 1100. Flip the yaw by 180° (because the FC is rotated by 180°
when attached to the drone frame). Change the receiver to “MSP RX input” (by default
it is configured to receive data from an RC receiver, but we want it to take commands
over MSP). Finally, click “Save and Reboot.”
Not
ote:
e:
◦ On the configuration page, Cleanflight might show that the direction of your motors are reversed. This is a UI bug and can be ignored. You will ensure that your motors are spinning in the correct direction in later steps.
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(b) Set Multishot

(d) Set Minimum Throttle
Figure 7.16. Configuration: Step 1
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(b) Flip Yaw

(d) MSP RX Input
Figure 7.18. Configuration: Step 2

6. the FC needs to be in Angle mode for its entire available range - not just the range of
acrobatic mode. Go to the “Modes” tab. Under the “Angle” option, click “Add Range”.
Drag the sliders so that the range spans from 900 to 2100 (i.e. entire range). Finally,
click “Save”.
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Figure 7.20. Angle Mode Option

(b) Expand Range
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(d) Expanded Range
Figure 7.22. Modes Configuration

7. The FC PID parameters need to be changed to work better with our drone. Go
to the “PID Tuning” tab. Change the “ROLL” and “PITCH” PID terms to match the
image. For reference: Roll should be (Proportional: 60, Integral: 40, Derivative: 50, RC
Rate: 1.00, Super Rate: 0.00, Max Vel: 200). Pitch should be (Proportional: 60, Integral:
40, Derivative: 50, RC Rate: curly bracket, Super Rate: 0.00, Max Vel: 200). Change angle limit to 50. Finally, click “Save”.

(b) PID Params
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(d) Set Angle Limit
Figure 7.24. PID Tuning Configuration

7.5. Connecting the ESCs ttoo the Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Now that the FC has been configured, it can be connected to the ESCs via the PWM
wires (i.e. the yellow wire set plugged into the FC). The numbers on each PWM wire
indicate which motor each should be connected to. For example, the wire labeled
“PWM1” should be connected to motor 1. For reference, the motor numbers with respect to the drone are:

Figure 7.26. Motors Diagram

Where the red arrow indicates the front direction of the drone. Recall that for your
drone, the FC is on the front and the camera is on the back.
Not
otee that ther
theree is a corr
correct
ect w
waay ttoo connect a PWM wir
wiree ttoo an ESC
ESC. Make sure the white
wire of the ESC signal wire pair is in line with the yellow wire of the PWM wire. Equivalently, make sure the metallic part of the ESC signal wire pair is facing the same side
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as the word “PWM” on the PWM wire.

Figure 7.28. Connecting PWMs. White wire in line with the yellow wire (in blue). Metallic part on same
side as "PWM" (in red)

• Plug each PWM wire into its corresponding ESC signal wire pair. Note that the PWM
wires labeled “PWM5” and “PWM6” can be snipped, since the drone only has 4 ESCs.

7.6. Test the Mot
Motors
ors

✎

With the ESCs connected to the FC, your drone’s motors can be tested. In this section,
you will verify that the motors are spinning correctly.
1. Mak
Makee sur
suree no pr
propellers
opellers ar
aree at
attached
tached ttoo yyour
our dr
drone
one’’s mot
motors
ors!
2. Open up Cleanflight on a computer. Plug your drone’s FC into a computer (via the
USB to micro USB cable) and connect to Cleanflight. Plug in a power supply to your
drone.
3. Go to the Motors tab in Cleanflight. Read the safety notice and check the box that
says “I understand the risks, pr
propellers
opellers ar
aree rremov
emoved
ed - Enable mot
motor
or contr
control”
ol”.
4. Slowly spin up each motor. Use the motors diagram to verify that: 1) the correct
motor spins and 2) it spins in the correct direction. Keep note of which motors do not
spin in the correct direction - you will fix them in the next step.
Not
ote:
e: DO NO
NOT
T follow the incorrect motors diagram. If Cleanflight shows the incorrect motors diagram, then ignore it - the diagram is a UI bug and does not affect the
spin directions of the motors.
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(b) Correct Motors Diagram

(d) Incorrect Motors Diagram. DO NO
NOT
TF
FOLL
OLLO
OW.

Figure 7.30. Motors Diagram

5. Power your drone off by disconnecting the power supply. For each motor that is
spinning in the incorrect direction: disconnect any 2 of the 3 ESC pad wires from the
motor, e.g. disconnect the red and yellow ESC pad wires from their corresponding motor wires. Then swap the connections, e.g. plug the female bullet connector of the red
ESC pad wire into the male bullet connector of the motor wire previously connected to
the yellow ESC pad wire and vice-versa.

previous err
error
or next (3 of 5) index
error

embed_img_data: Could not find file:
photos/changing_motor_direction_1.jpg
File book/opmanual_sky/10-build/35-phase3_device_configuration.md.File
book/opmanual_sky/10-build/35-phase3_device_configuration.md
in repo duckietown/docs-opmanual_sky branch master19 commit c001a757
last modified by nkumar15-brown-university on 2019-10-21 02:20:35
Created by function sub_img_url in module mcdp_report.embedded_images .
(b) Disconnecting red and yellow ESC pad wires
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previous err
error
or next (4 of 5) index
error

embed_img_data: Could not find file:
photos/changing_motor_direction_2.jpg
File book/opmanual_sky/10-build/35-phase3_device_configuration.md.File
book/opmanual_sky/10-build/35-phase3_device_configuration.md
in repo duckietown/docs-opmanual_sky branch master19 commit c001a757
last modified by nkumar15-brown-university on 2019-10-21 02:20:35
Created by function sub_img_url in module mcdp_report.embedded_images .
(d) Reconnecting swapped red and yellow ESC pad wires
Figure 7.32. Changing Motor Direction

6. Re-connect a power supply to your drone. Repeat step 4 to verify all motors are
spinning correctly.

7.7. Calibr
Calibrat
atee the ESCs

✎

By this point, your drone’s FC should be able to spin up each of the 4 motors. This is
possible because the FC is sending PWM signals to each of the 4 ESCs, which in turn
send electrical signals to each of the 4 motors.
A PWM signal is a higher-level signal than an eletrical signal; it communicates at how
much RPM an ESC should spin a motor. For example, the PWM signal “1000” might
correspond to 2300 RPM.
However, note that your drone has not 1, but 4 ESCs - which may not all have the same
PWM-to-RPM understanding. For example, ESC 1 might think the PWM signal “1100”
from the FC means 2300 RPM while ESC 2 might think the PWM signal “1000” means
2300 RPM.
The solution to this problem is to calibrate the ESCs with the FC. In this context, calibr
bration
ation means getting all the ESCs to have the same PWM-to-RPM understanding from
the FC. In this section, you will calibrate your ESCs.
Note that symptoms of no calibration include: scorching hot motors, a drone that lists
to one side during flight, motors that appear to spin at different speeds.
1. Mak
Makee sur
suree no pr
propellers
opellers ar
aree at
attached
tached ttoo yyour
our dr
drone
one’’s mot
motors
ors!
2. Unplug any power source from your drone.
3. Connect the FC to a computer, then open up CleanFlight.
4. Go to the Motors tab. Read the safety notice and check the box that says “I understand the risks, pr
propellers
opellers ar
aree rremov
emoved
ed - Enable mot
motor
or contr
control”
ol”.
5. Drag the master slider up to full. All 4 motor sliders should automatically move up
to full accordingly (e.g. 2000).
6. Plug a power source into your drone.
7. The ESCs will make an interesting set of sounds, kind of like music. If they do not,
stop and try the previous steps again. After the music stops, drag the master slider to
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the bottom of the bar. Correspondingly, all 4 motor sliders should automatically be at
the bottoms of their bars (e.g. 1000). The motors will make another set of sounds.
8. After the sounds stop, spin up each motor and verify it is spinning in the correct
direction (i.e. according to the motors diagram in this doc).

7.8. Check
Checkoff
off

✎

1. Make sure the motors spin in the correct direction, i.e. according to the motors diagram in this doc.
2. When you connect the drone to power, the ESCs should make a “boop boop boop”
sound, followed by a “beep BEEEEEP” sound.

UNIT A-8

Phase 4: Finalize Assembly

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 1 hour

8.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

In this section of the build, you will complete the final assembly of your drone. Start
charging your battery now so that you may use it to fly.

8.2. Glue USB Connect
Connector
or ttoo Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Carefully plug the 6” micro USB to USB cable into the USB port of the flight controller.
These little surface-mount USB micro ports are very prone to failure, so to minimize
the likelyhood of ripping off the port or breaking a connection cover the USB connector
thoroughly with hot glue.
Not
ote:
e:
• You will not be able to remove the USB cable. This is intentional.

Figure 8.2. Glued USB Connector

8.3. Attach PiMount

✎

Place the PiMount on top of the PDB and use the black screws (from the motors box) to
secure the mount to the standoffs.
Not
ote:
e:
• Ensure that the triangle shape is on the side of the camera.
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Figure 8.4. Securing the PiMount

8.4. Put Heat Sinks on Raspberry Pi

✎

You must put heat sinks on parts of the Raspberry Pi so that they do not overheat. Attach the heat sinks to the Pi as shown in the pictures.

(b) Heat Sinks on Top of Pi
Figure 8.6. Put Heat Sinks on Pi

(d) Heat Sinks on Bottom of Pi

PHASE 4: FINALIZE ASSEMBLY

8.5. Attach Raspberry Pi
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✎

Use the sliver screws included in the drone frame kit to secure the Pi to the mount. You
should use 3 screws as shown in picture. The Pi USB ports should face toward the front
of the drone.

Figure 8.8. Securing the Pi

Screw in a pair of standoffs into bottom right hole of the Pi. It may help to first screw in
a black screw into the standoffs, then use an allen wrench to screw the standoffs into
the hole. Note that the hole may initially seem too small for the standoffs, but it will
definitely screw in.
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(b) Pi Standoffs Top View

(d) Pi Standoffs Side View

Figure 8.10. Inserting standoffs into Pi

8.6. Connect Pi Cam

✎

Feed the FFC cable from the Pi Cam through the hole in Pi Hat, then connect it to the
Pi’s camera port, i.e. the black port close to the HDMI port. Note that the port is fairly
shallow, so the FFC cable does not go in very deeply.

PHASE 4: FINALIZE ASSEMBLY

(b) FFC cable through Pi Hat
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(d) FFC cable in Pi camera port

previous err
error
or (5 of 5) index
error

Repeated use of ID "subfig:add-id-figure-140466713103888"
These are the locations indicated:
repeat
epeated-use
ed-use
Jump to element in output file.
original-use
Jump to element in output file.
Created by function detect_duplicate_IDs in module
mcdp_docs.check_missing_links.
Figure 8.12. Connecting Pi Cam

8.7. Connect Pi Hat

✎

With the Pi Hat all soldered together, place it on top of the Pi being sure the pins go into
the header holes.
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(b) Lining up Pi Hat

(d) Fully connected Pi Hat

Figure 8.14. Connecting Pi Hat

1) Attach BE
BEC
C ttoo Dr
Drone
one

✎

Attach the BEC to the top of the USB ports using some double sided tape. Alternatively,
if it does not reach, then 1) place electrical tape on the Pi Hat, 2) place double sided
mounting tape on the electrical tape, and 3) place the BEC upside down on double
sided mounting tape.

(b) BEC on Pi USB ports (primary method)

(d) BEC on Pi Hat (alternate method)

Figure 8.16. Attaching BEC

8.8. Ziptie ESCs and PWM Connect
Connectors
ors ttoo F
Frrame Arms

✎

Use the small zipties to secure the ESCs and motor wires to the bottom of each frame
arm. To do this, thread the zip ties through the holes in each frame arm. If they do not
fit, instead wrap the zip ties around the frame arm. Also, use zip ties to secure the PWM
connectors to the sides of each frame arm.

PHASE 4: FINALIZE ASSEMBLY

(b) ESC and Motor Wires with Zipties
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(d) PWM Connector with Zipties

Figure 8.18. Use Zip-ties to Secure Everything

8.9. Pr
Propellers
opellers

✎

Attach the propellers to the drone so that it may fly; attach CW propellers to the CW
motors, and CCW propellers to the CCW motors. The motors have small arrows on
them in the center to indicate which type they are. Be aware that the bolts on the motors that spin CCW tighten when turned CW, and the bolts on the motors that spin CW
tighten when turned CCW.
Use a wrench to tighten the bolts down so that the bottom of the propeller is flat on the
top of the motor. Screw bolts down tightly, but not so tight that you could not remove
the propellers if you had to.

(b) Notice Arrows Indicating the Type of Propeller

(d) Attaching Propellers
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(f) Propeller Flat on Motor
Figure 8.20. Put on Propellers

8.10. Attach Dr
Drone
one F
Feet
eet

✎

Attach the drone feet in the drone frame box to the four arms of the drone. This can be
done with either electrical tape or zip ties. DO NO
NOT
T use hot glue, as it will not work.

(b) Side View

(d) Bottom View

Figure 8.22. Attach Drone Feet

8.11. Insert the SD car
card
d int
intoo the Pi

✎

Insert your (now flashed) SD card into the SD card slot on the bottom of the Pi. Not
otee
that the dir
direction
ection does mat
mattter - the lettering on the SD card should be facing downward.

PHASE 4: FINALIZE ASSEMBLY

(b) Top View
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(d) Bottom View

Figure 8.24. SD card in Pi

8.12. Warnings

✎

• Make sure ESC-motor wires are ziptied down properly. If not, you risk having a
short.
• The propellers must be flat on the base of the motor.

8.13. Check
Checkoff
off

✎

• Spin the propellers manually with your finger. Ensure no wires are hit by the propellers.
• Make sure no wires or parts are dangling from the drone frame.
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UNIT A-9

Phase 5: Fly the Dr
Drone
one

✎

Expect
Expected
ed Time
Time: 1 hour

9.1. Pr
Preface
eface

✎

You will now go through the process of starting and flying your drone! For CS1951R
(Brown course), we ask you allow a TA to be at the controls for first flight.

9.2. How ttoo Connect ttoo the Dr
Drone
one

✎

1. Plug in the battery or power supply to the drone.
2. Connect to the wifi network corresponding to the name of your drone.
3. ssh duckiesky@192.168.42.1

9.3. How ttoo Chang
Changee Dr
Drone
one N
Name
ame and WiFi

✎

1. On the drone, open /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf (using sudo ).
2. Change the line ssid=defaultdrone to ssid=my_wifi_name , where
my_wifi_name is your desired WiFi name. Save your changes and close the file. If you
change the password, make sure you choose a password longer than 8 characters.
3. On the drone, open /etc/hostname (using sudo ).
4. Replace the first line (e.g. duckiesky-drone ) with your desired drone name.
Save your changes and close the file.
5. Disconnect and re-connect the drone. After ~30 sec, the drone WiFi will appear as
my_wifi_name .

9.4. How ttoo Fly

✎

1. On drone, run the following:
2. roscd pidrone_pkg
3. ./start_pidrone_code.sh (this launches a screen session)
4. On base station:
5. Open pidrone_pkg/web/index.html (a.k.a. web interface) in a web browser; either double-click .html file or drag-and-drop it into a web browser to get it to render as a web page (meaningless to open/edit the file itself!).
6. Type IP address or hostname of drone into hostname box and click Connect .

9.5. Pr
Progr
ograms
ams Used ttoo Fly
• In the screen session (launched by

✎

./start_pidrone_code.sh ):

PHASE 5: FLY

THE

DRONE
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• Window 0 : Used for roscore. Responsible for starting a ROS Master.
• Window 1 : Used for flight controller node. Responsible for receiving desired behavior (e.g. arm drone, move drone forward, etc.) and sending corresponding lower-level
signals to flight controller to achieve said behavior.
• Window 2 : Used for PID controller node. Node manages multiple PID controllers,
such as throttle PID controller.
• Window 3 : Used for running a state estimation algorithm. List of supported algorithms includes: exponential moving average, 2D UKF, 7D UKF, and more.
• Window 4 : Used for reading data from camera and doing either: 1) optical flow and
dead reckoning or 2) localization. Can run optical flow and dead reckoning via python
vision_flow_and_phase.py ; can run localization onboard with python vision_localization_onboard.py or offboard with python vision_localization_offboard.py .
• Window 5 : Used for reading data from the IR sensor and publishing it to a ROS topic.
• Window 6 : Used to run a web server that lets a client receive information about the
drone or send control input to the drone.
• Window 7 : Used to run a web video server that lets a client receive camera image
data.
• Window 8 : Free window that can be used for anything.
• Window 9 : Free window that can be used for anything.
• Switch screen windows using ` + window_number . For example, ` + 0 switches to
window 0 .
• Exit the screen by using ` + : (i.e. Shift key + ; key), then typing quit and pressing the Enter key. Altogether, you should see :quit at the bottom left of the terminal
window before you press the Enter key.

9.6. Contr
Controls
ols

✎

• See the web interface for a list of drone input controls.

9.7. How ttoo Connect ttoo Home N
Netw
etwork
ork

✎

1. (Skip step if done before) On drone, run the following:
2. cd /etc/wpa_supplicant sudo ./generate_wpa_supplicant_conf.sh or alternatively roscd pidrone_pkg/ cd networking sudo ./generate_wpa_supplicant_conf.sh sudo mv wpa_supplicant.conf /etc/wpa_supplicant When prompted,
enter credentials for home network.
3. On drone, run the following:
4. roscd pidrone_pkg/ python networking/connect_to_user_wifi.py or alternatively cd /etc/wpa_supplicant ./connect_to_user_wifi.sh
5. the ssh session to the drone will terminate shortly after. The wifi connection to the
drone will disconnect.
6. On base station:
7. connect to home network (instead of drone network)
8. open a terminal or command prompt and run ssh duckiesky@hostname ,
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where hostname is the hostname of the drone (found in file /etc/hostname ). The
default is duckiesky-drone .
9. A password prompt will appear. After entering the password, the ssh connection to
the drone will be complete.

9.8. Check
Checkoff
off
•

✎

Demonstrate to a TA the process of ssh’ing into the drone, roscd ‘ing to
session.
• The TA will help verify ROS nodes are receiving sensor data. The TA will then start
a first flight with your drone!
pidrone_pkg , and starting the screen

UNIT A-10

Troubleshooting

✎

• Help, I accidentally cut off a chunk of my wire while stripping!
Grab another wire of the same color, then strip and tin it on one end. Solder this new
wire to your original wire. Cover the solder joint with either a heat shrink or electrical
tape.
• Help, I cut off several strands of wire while stripping!
If you cut off just a couple of strands, then the wire is probably still safe to use. If you
cut off a large percentage of strands, then you will need to get a new wire.
• Help, I put too much solder on my wire while tinning!
The easiest way to remove excess solder is to use a solder sucker or copper wick. Alternatively, excess solder can be removed by carefully picking up the excess with a soldering iron, then cleaning the soldering iron with soldering wool. Repeat as needed.
• Help, my wire is picking up random particles while tinning!
Clean the tip of your soldering iron with soldering wool. For future prevention, do this
cleaning more frequently while soldering.
• Help, the alligator clips of my helping hands are loose!
Remove the offending alligator clip from the helping hands, then use pliers to carefully
pinch the end tighter. Re-insert once fit is tight.
• Help, I burned some insulator onto my wire while tinning!
A little bit of insulator burn is probably fine. If a lot has been burned, use a wire cutter
to carefully cut off the burned parts. If that fails, you will need another wire.
• Help, I can’t tell if I tinned my wire properly!
Use a wire cutter to cut off the tip of the tinned wire. Visually inspect the core. If solder
is not in the core or if the wire strands can be spread with your fingers, then the wire is
not tinned properly.
• Help, my solder keeps melting into a sphere shape instead of melting onto a wire!
This happens because the solder is not getting hot enough to fully melt. This could be a
consequence of: 1) the soldering iron tip has reached the end of its life, 2) the solder has
expired, or 3) the soldering iron station no longer works properly. Systematic debugging is required to determine the cause, preferably in the order listed. When the culprit
part is determined, replace with a new one.
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UNIT A-11

How ttoo Use Multimet
Multimeters
ers

✎

During this step you will learn about how to use multimeters to do a continuity check
and a voltage check.
A multimeter or a multitester, also known as a VOM (volt-ohm-milliammeter), is an
electronic measuring instrument that combines several measurement functions in one
unit. A typical multimeter can measure voltage, current, and resistance. This is a general tutorial for multimeters.
NO
NOTE:
TE: Please turn off the multimeter by setting the dial to OFF after you finish your
check.

Figure 11.2. Multimeter

11.1. Continuity Check

✎

In electronics, a continuity check is a test of the resistance between any two points of
a circuit (that it is in fact a complete circuit). If there is zero resistance between two
points, then there is a short between the points. Shorts are potentially dangereous because they may cause far too much current to flow throughout the circuit - thus resulting in the circuit frying due to heat generated by friction.
Performing a continuity check is a safe way to debug if a circuit has an undesired short
because the check does not require a power source to be connected to the circuit.
1. Select the Continuity Function

HOW

TO

USE MULTIMETERS
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◦ Turn the multimeter dial to the continuity test position. Then press the “FUNC.”
button to switch to the continuity test mode (indicated by an icon that looks like a
sound wave).
Continuity ttest
est dial position

Continuity ttest
est mode

◦ Test the continuity test mode by touching and holding the multimeter leads together. A continuous beep will be audible for as long as the leads are held together.
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Leads held ttog
ogether
ether (a continuous beep is audible)

2.
◦

Perform the Continuity Check
Place each lead at a point of the circuit or component you want to test.

HOW

TO

USE MULTIMETERS
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Multimet
Multimeter
er leads on br
breadboar
eadboard
d

◦ If the path between the two points is continuous (i.e. is a short), then the screen
will display a value of zero (or near zero) and the multimeter will emit a continuous
beep for as long as the leads are held in place. Note: if you hear a short beep followed
by silence while the leads are held in place, then you can safely ignore the short beep.
Gener
General
al Continuity Check Str
Strat
ategy
egy:
• Check every two positive (+) terminals to make sure every pair of these terminals is
continuous.
• Check every two negative (-) terminals to make sure every pair of these terminals is
continuous.
• Check every positive terminal (+) to make sure it is not continuous with any negative terminal (-).

11.2. DC V
Voltag
oltagee Check

✎

1. Selecting the DC V
Voltag
oltagee Mode
2. Switch on your multimeter, and set the dial to DC voltage mode (indicated by a V
with a straight line, or the symbol ⎓).
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Figure 11.4. Switch the Dial to the DC Voltage Test Function

3. Performing the V
Voltag
oltagee Check
4. Place the positive (i.e. red) lead on a positive (+) terminal, and the negative (i.e.
black) lead on the negative (-) terminal.
5. See the screen for a voltage measurement.
6. NO
NOTE:
TE: Reversing the leads (i.e. red on - and black on +) won’t do any harm; it will
simply give a negative reading of the same magnitude.

11.3. AC V
Voltag
oltagee Check

✎

1. Selecting the A
AC
CV
Voltag
oltagee Mode
2. Switch on your multimeter, and set the dial to AC voltage mode (indicated by a V
with a wavy line, or the symbol ṽ).
3. NO
NOTE:
TE: AC voltage does not have polarity.
4. NO
NOTE:
TE: Do not let your fingers touch the lead tips. Do not allow the tips to contact
one another.

HOW

TO

USE MULTIMETERS
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Figure 11.6. Switch the Dial to the AC Voltage Test Function

5. Performing the V
Voltag
oltagee Check
6. Place the positive(red) lead on the positive terminal, and the negative(black) lead
on the negative terminal.
7. We can get a reading from the screen now.
8. NO
NOTE:
TE: Reversing the leads won’t do any harm; it just gives us a negative reading.
This contains more detailed information about AC voltage test.
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UNIT A-12

Additional R
Resour
esources
ces

✎

Here is a list of resources that you might find useful as you work on your drone. Some
of these resources elaborate on concepts that we gloss over in this course but that you
might find interesting, namely related to hardware.
• Beginner soldering tutorial (YouTube video)
• Basics of electrical circuits and
(SparkFun article)
• Troubleshooting loading firmware on flghtcontroller (Skyline 32 1.1 Manual)

PAR
ART
TB

Softw
Softwar
aree Ar
Archit
chitectur
ecturee

✎

In this section of the textbook, we will introduce you to the software of the drone, and
how it interacts with the hardware you put together in the build project. First, we will
offer a brief explanation of the Robot Operating System (ROS), and the ways its tools
are specifically implemented on the DuckieDrone to create the programs that allow the
drone to fly autonomously. Next, we will look at a diagram which provides a visual
overview of how all of the components needed to fly the drone fit together. Finally, we
will describe each ROS node that is running while the drone flies to convert the data
from the sensors into controls to the acuators (the four motors). In doing so, we will
look closely at each component to understand its purpose, where it exists in the code,
what ROS topics it interacts with, and what hardware it interfaces with.
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UNIT B-1

Intr
Introduction
oduction

✎

The software architecture is designed to be modular and so that the code is extensible,
or it is easy to replace each component when a better or different one when desired.
The sensors are interfaced into ROS nodes which publish the data for the state estimator to combine into and estimate of the state of the drone. Based on this estimate, the
controller (ours is a PID) is used to move the drone to a desired velocity or position
based on the inputs from the web interface or a higher level behavioral engine. The
mode controller ensures that the desired mode changes (such as ‘Armed’ to ‘Flying’)
are legal, and will stop the flight if any safety checks failed (for example, the web interface heartbeat stops).

1.1. Diagr
Diagram
am of the Softw
Softwar
aree Ar
Archit
chitectur
ecturee

✎

This is the general layout of the software architecture. Take a look at the key to better
understand its meaning.

INTRODUCTION
Software Architecture Diagram

Figure 1.2
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UNIT B-2

ROS
2.1. Ov
Overview
erview

✎

✎

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is widely used robot middleware that makes communication processes, known as nodes, extremely easy through the use of ROS topics
which can be published and subscribed to. Each topic has a certain message type that
tells the publisher or subscriber what kind of data can be sent and received from over a
topic. The components of ROS are described in more detail below

2.2. Gener
General
al Components:

✎

1) ROS Mast
Master
er

✎

In order for ROS nodes to communicate to eachother, there must be a master node
running which all other nodes register to. A better and more detailed description is
found on the ROS wiki site here. A ROS master node is created by running the command roscore in the terminal of a computer that has ROS installed. On the PiDrone,
roscore is called in `0 of the screen.
2) ROS N
Nodes
odes

✎

ROS nodes are programs that communicate with other programs via publishing and/
or subscribing to ROS topics. A better and more detailed description of nodes is found
on the ROS wiki site here and this link includes a shorter description along with brief
descriptions of other key ROS components. On the PiDrone, each window of the screen
is a ROS node.
✎
Creating a ROS node in Python:
To create a ROS node in python, you first need to import rospy at the top of the file using import rospy . Then, initialize a ROS node using rospy.init_node("node_name")
where “node_name” what you want to call this node. For example, if you were creating
the mode_controller, you could write rospy.init_node("mode_controller") . After
you’ve initialized the node, you can create any number of publishers using: [publisher_variable_name] = rospy.Publisher("[topic]", [message_type]) . For example, if
you wanted to publish the commanded mode you could write: commanded_mode_pub =
rospy.Publisher("/pidrone/command/mode", Mode) . You can then publish messages
of the type [message_type] by creating a message of that type by importing it, instantiating it, and changing the value of its feilds.using [publisher_variable_name].publish([message]). For example, you could import our custom mode message using from
pidrone_pkg.msg import Mode and then instantiate it with mode_msg = Mode() . Then
you can edit the field, mode as follows: mode_msg.mode = "ARMED" . You could publish
this message using modepub.publish(mode_msg) .

2.3. Messag
Messages
es

✎

The mode message referenced above is a custom message that we created, and to know

ROS
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what fields it has, you can look in the msg folder of the pidrone_pkg. To see what fields
that standard ROS messages have, you can google them and look at their parameters.
For example, google “ROS pose messsage” and click on the first link. You’ll enounter
the documentation and see that there are two parameters, position and orientation . If you click on position , you’ll be taken to another message description that
says float64 x , and the same for y and z. ROS messages are built up from their primative types. In this case, the position message contains three parameters, x , y , and z ,
that are of type float64, which is a float that takes up 64 bits of storage. The pose message contains two parameters, position and orientation which are their own types
of ROS messages built on primatives. To create a pose message, you can import the
message using from geometry_msgs import Pose and then instantiate it: pose_msg =
Pose() . Then, you can modify its values in hierachal order, for example, if you wanted to change the x position to 3 , you could write: pose_msg.position.x = 3 . If you
ever have any questions as to how to access a value, just google the ROS message as we
did above; if the message is a custom message (from pidrone_pkg), just look in the msg
folder.

2.4. Topics

✎

Topics are what ROS messages are published and subscribed to. From the ROS wiki,
“Topics are named buses over which nodes exchange messages.” Topics have message
types which must be followed. Creating a ROS topic involves creating a publisher that
publishes to the topic. Then, any node on the same ROS Master can subscribe to this
topic to get the data from the messages being published to it. You can print out all of
the topics running by entering rostopic list into a free window after running ‘screen
-c pi.screenrc’ on your drone. We followed a specific naming convention when writing
the ROS topics used for the drone. All of the topics start with /pidrone . Then, there
may be a sub category, such as topics coming from the camera: /pidrone/picamera .
This keeps things orderly and makes it easy to identify where the data is coming from.
You can also have messages that are being published to a topic printed out by navigating to an empty window in the screen and entering rostopic echo [topic_name] . For
example, if you wanted to see the data coming from the infared sensor, you could enter
rostopic echo /pidrone/infrared

2.5. Publishers

✎

Publisher are used to publish specific message types to specific topics. Publishers are
useful for sharing data across nodes. For example, the infrared node which interfaces
with the infrared sensor publishes its data to /pidrone/infrared , and this data can
be used by other nodes by subscribing to that topic. On the PiDrone, the state_estimator (you’ll be writing this later) will subscribe to this data to as a measurement for the
height of the drone.

2.6. Subscribers

✎

Subscribers are used to read the messages being published to a ROS topic. When creating a subscriber, you must identify the topic, message type, and a callback method
which takes in the message as an argument, and will called everytime a message is
published to the topic. For example, if you wanted to update the height of the drone
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everytime a message was published, then in a ROS node you would first create a
subscriber using ropspy.Subscriber("/pidrone/infrared", Range, infrared_callback_method) . Your callback method might look something like:
infrared_callback(msg):
drone_height = msg.range

UNIT B-3

Nodes

✎

This section elaborates on all of the ROS nodes that run on your drone to make it fly
autonomously. These are described in the order in which they appear in pi.screenrc.

3.1. `0: rroscor
oscoree

✎

Starts up a ROS master to allow the nodes to find eachother.

3.2. `1: Mode Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Mode controller controls what mode the drone should be in based on the user input
and on safety checks. For example, if any of the heartbeats stop publishing, the mode
controller disarms the drone. You will need to start this node explicitly after starting up
a new screen.
• Python script: mode_controller.py
• Hardware interfacing: None
• Publishers:
◦ ‘/pidrone/commanded/mode’
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/mode”
◦ “/pidrone/desired/mode”
◦ “/pidrone/battery”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/infrared”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/web_interface”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/pid_controller”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/flight_controller”

3.3. `2: Command Line Int
Interface
erface

✎

Command Line Interface is a text-based UI that allows you to control the drone. You
will still need to connect to the drone using the web interface so that the web_interface
heartbeat is publishing.
• Python script: command_line_interface.py
• Hardware interfacing: None
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/desired/mode”
◦ “/pidrone/desired/pose”
◦ “/pidrone/desired/twist”
◦ “pidrone/reset_transform”
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◦ “pidrone/position_control”
◦ “/pidrone/map”
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/position_control”

3.4. `3: Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Flight Controller interfaces with the flight controller board to extract the IMU and battery data, and to publish the roll, pitch, yaw, and throttle commands which are used to
control the attitude of the drone. The Flight controller listens to the mode controller
over the desired_mode topic to know what if it should listen to the fly_commands from
the pid_controller which tell give it values to fly. If the mode is “ARMED” or “DISARMED”, the flight controller node sends static command values, but if the mode is
“FLYING”, then the node sends the fly_commands to the flight controller board.
• Python script: flight_controller_node.py
• Hardware interfacing: flight controller board
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/imu”
◦ “/pidrone/battery”
◦ “/pidrone/mode”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/flight_controller”
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/commanded/mode”
◦ “/pidrone/fly_commands”

3.5. `4: PID Contr
Controller
oller

✎

The controller node could be any controller which takes the current position of the
drone and attempts to drive the drone to the desired position. We use a widely used
feedback controller known as a PID. You’ll be implementing this in a project later on.
In short, the PID controller uses the error betweent the desired and current values to
compute roll, pitch, yaw, and throttle values to send to the flight controller.
• Python script: pid_controller.py
• Hardware interfacing: None
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/fly_commands”
◦ “/pidrone/position_control”
◦ “/pidrone/heartbeat/pid_controller”
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/state”
◦ “/pidrone/desired/pose”
◦ “/pidrone/desired/twist”
◦ “/pidrone/mode”
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“/pidrone/desired/mode”
“/pidrone/position_control”
“/pidrone/reset_transform”
“/pidrone/picamera/lost”

3.6. `5: Stat
Statee Contr
Controller
oller

✎

State Controller subscribes to all of the sensor data and uses a filter to estimate the state
of the drone. The state typically consists of the x,y,z positions and velocities, and the
yaw of the drone. We’ve implemented several state estimators that vary in complexity. You will be implementing a state estimator that uses an Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF) in a future project.
• Python script: state_estimator.py
• Hardware interfacing: None
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/state”
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/picamera/twist”
◦ “/pidrone/picamera/pose”
◦ “/pidrone/infrared”
◦ “/pidrone/imu”
◦ “/pidrone/reset_transform”

3.7. `6: Vision

✎

The vision node interfaces with the picamera to provide velocity and position estimates.
There are several vision files used to do this. vision_flow_and_phase.py uses the
python scripts analyze_flow.py and analyze_phase.py to estimate the velocity and position of the drone using optical flow vectors and rigid transformations, respectively.
These values are published for use by the state_estimator. Another vision node is ‘vision_localization_offboard.py’, which uses localization to provide the position of the
drone to the state estimator. Others exist as well, and you will be writing vision nodes
in future projects.
• Python script: vision_flow_and_phase.py
• Hardware interfacing: Pi camera
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/picamera/twist”
◦ “/pidrone/picamera/pose”
• Subscribers:
◦ “/pidrone/state”

3.8. `7: Infr
Infrar
ared
ed

✎

Infrade is used to interface with the analog to digital converter (ADC) which is con-
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NODES

nected to the infrared sensor. This node is used to convert the data from the ADC into
usable range readings to publish for use by the state estimator.
• Python script: infrared_pub.py
• Hardware interfacing: Infrared sensor
• Publishers:
◦ “/pidrone/infrared”
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Flying

✎

In this section, we will describe the steps necessary to get your autonomous quadrotor
flying!
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UNIT C-1

Netw
etwork
ork Conf
Configur
iguration
ation

✎

There are several options for your Raspberry Pi’s network structure with different
tradeoffs. Here we give a summary of different options.

1.1. Dr
Drone
one as A
Access
ccess P
Point
oint

✎

The drone comes by default configured to act as an Wifi access point, and you connect
your base station to the drone’s wifi as a client. It will use hostapd to give your base station an IP address via DHCP. This configuration is the default configuration out of the
box. It has the advantage that your drone can work anywhere, without any existing wifi
network, and without requiring you to change any settings on the drone before connecting to it with your base station. It has the disadvantage that by default, the drone
only has one wifi card and no wired access when it is flying. Thus the drone does not
have access to the internet in this configuration. Nor does your base station have internet access while connected to the drone, unless you have provide an alternative means.
For most people who use wifi to connect to the Internet, this mode presents a problem.
You can ameliorate the internet access problem by using a wired connection to either
plug your drone into the wall, or into your base station. If you plug your drone into the
wall, it will use DHCP to request an IP address, and also route traffice from your base
station to the Internet and back, so both the Raspberry Pi and your base station will
have internet. Alternatively, you can plug the drone into your base station. To make
this mode work, you must first configure your base station to perform internet connection sharing, which is possible on most operating systems. Then the drone will obtain a
DHCP address from your base station and be able to access the internet when the base
station is connected to ambiant wifi, and you can ssh to the drone through the wired
connection.
Of course, both of these solutions require an Ethernet cable to be connected to your
drone, which is problematic for flight.

1.2. Dr
Drone
one in Manag
Managed
ed Mode

✎

A second option is to connect both your base station and your drone to the wifi network. Your drone will be in AP Managed mode, and obtain an IP address and internet
access in the same way as your base station. You can then use this wifi network to connect between the base station and the drone. The advantage of this approach is that
both machines have internet access, wirelessly. The disadvantage is that the drone must
be configured to access the ambient network, with its SSID and password, and this network must allow direct connections between two clients on the network. This network
must be available and working in order to fly. Furthermore you must find the drone’s
IP address from your base station, unless you want to plug in a keyboard and monitor
into the Pi to find out its IP address.
You can switch to managed mode by first editing /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf to add the wifi SSID and password or security. This edit will save the network you wish to connect to across reboots. Then you need to add a logical interface
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‘client’ to /etc/interfaces as follows: iface client inet dhcp . (Hopefully we have updated our image to do this by default by the time you read this.)
Finally, boot up your drone, and it will start in master mode. Connect to it, and run the
script ‘./configure_network_managed.sh’ This script will cause the drone to switch to
managed mode and connect to one of the wired networks. Note that if there are multiple visible networks in /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf, this script does not
specify which one to connect to. This script does not persist across reboots, so the next
time your drone boots up it will be in master mode, and you must run it again to switch
to managed mode.
You will also need to edit setup.sh to configure the ROS_IP to be the IP address that
you are assigned by the network’s DHCP server.
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UNIT C-2

Flying Y
Your
our Dr
Drone
one

✎

In order to fly, you will need:
• Fully assembled drone
• Charged battery
• Base station
• Safety goggles
• Highly textured planar surface, such a poster board with scribbles.

2.1. Example of Highly tteextur
xtured
ed planar surface

✎

• should have considerable and distinct markings for camera to process.
Figure 2.2. Highly textured planar surface.

2.2. St
Steps
eps ttoo Fly:

✎

1. Power up your drone.
2. Connect to your drone’s wifi network.
3. Ssh into your drone with ssh pi@[yourDroneHostname] .
4. Navigate to pidrone_pkg using cd ~/ws/src/pidrone_pkg .
5. Start up a screen with screen -c pi.screenrc .
6. Put the landing struts on (we ziptie them on) and make sure the drone is on a level
surface.
7. Calibrate the accellerometer by running scripts/calibrateAcc.py .
8. Make sure all of the ROS nodes are running by first entering 0` to make sure
that roscore has started properly, and then cycle through all of the screens
using n`.

9.

Once you’ve ensured all of the nodes are running, find the file index.html in the
folder in the pidrone_pkg folder which you’ve downloaded onto your base station.
(If you haven’t do that now by finding the repository on github here and downloading
the zip file onto your base station or cloning the git repository.)
10. Press connect on the web interface to connect to your drone. Make sure the IP
address or hostname is the IP address of your drone. (Note that you can change the default IP address or hostname by editing index.html.)
11. Ensure that the IR sensor is publishing reasonable values by moving your drone
up and down by hand and watching the values in the IR sensor graph on the web interface.
12. Ensure that there is space around and a textured surface beneath your drone to
fly. Rotate the drone so that the camera end is facing towards you and the flight controller is facing away from you. In this way the keyboard controls (I,j,k,l) will match the
web
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drone’s orientation.
13. I - foward (flight controller side)
14. J - left
15. K - backward (camera side)
16. L - right
17. Find and read the keyboard commands to control the drone at the bottom of the
web interface. Note that there is also a keyboard control interface that you can access
via SSH that we wrote for our initial testing. However we strongly recommend the web
interface for two reasons. First, the web interface detects key press as well as key release. TTY does not notify us about key release, which makes the SSH interface harder
to use. Additionally, the web interface publishes a heartbeat, that causes the drone to
disarm if the heartbeat is not received. It is not possible to do a heartbeat with the SSH
interface because the program is running onboard the drone. The keyboard focus must
be on the web page for these commands to work.
18. Find the disarm command, spacebar and press it. If anything goes wrong be prepared to immediately hit spacebar to disarm the drone.
19. First arm your drone by pressing ; . The propellers should start spinning slowly. If
they spin fast, or you hear strange noises, immediately disarm the drone. If they do not
spin, try tilting the drone; they should spin faster in response to the tilt. If they still do
not spin, verify you are connected to the drone and that all the ROS nodes are properly
started including rosbridge and the mode_controller.py.
20. If all goes well, press t to takeoff. Be prepared to disarm the drone if anything
goes wrong.
21. Move in the plane using i , j , k , l on the keyboard. When not moving the drone
will try to maintain zero planar velocity but may drift.

2.3. Velocity Mode

✎

The default mode when starting is velocity mode, where the keyboard commands control planar velocity. When no keys are pressed the drone’s velocity setpoint is zero, so
it tries to maintain still. It estimates its velocity using the optical flow computed from
the camera frames. This estimate only works over a textured surface; when flying over
a non-textured surface it will cause the drone to inaccurately estimate its velocity and
fly out of control. A repeating texture is fine, as long as it has texture (e.g., a carpet with
a pattern). Because the velocity estimate is local, the drone will tend to drift over time.
The I-term of the PID controller will correct for this problem but it takes a while. A
well-tuned drone will drift less than a fully tuned drone. The key v activates velocity
mode, and the drone is also in this mode on startup.

2.4. Position Mode

✎

Because velocity mode can drift, we have implemented a position hold mode, where
the drone computes its offset relative to automatically detected features from the downward pointing camera. This mode must be activated over a planar surface with a nonrepeating texture, such as a poster board with scribbles in different colors and shapes.
When position mode is activated, it takes a picture of the first frame, and then continuously estimates its offset from this frame. If it sees features in the first frame, it com-
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putes an absolute estimate; otherwise it integrates its velocity to maintain a relative estimate. Type p to active position hold, and r to reset the first frame where offsets are
computed. A well-tuned drone can hold the same position indefinitely on power, and
for almost the entire battery when on battery. (At the end of the battery it will oscillate
more and lose its position.)
When in position mode, the keyboard commands tell the drone to maintain a setpoint
that is a defined offset from the origin, defined by the saved first frame. That is, if you
fly left, it will try to hold its position a defined offset to the left of the first frame. Of
course if the drone gets too far from the first frame, it can no longer compute a global
estimate and will drift away. To rectify this problem, you need to compute a global map
and localize in that map, as described in the next section.
This video shows velocity mode, where it drifts, followed by position mode, followed by
velocity mode again.

UNIT C-3

Stat
Statee Estimation

✎

The Duckiedrone includes three approaches for low-level state estimation (velocity and
integrated position). The default state estimator is the Exponential Moving Average,
which simply maintains a moving average across different sensor estimates. We have
also implemented several variants of an Unscented Kalman Filter, which uses a control input and a measurement input to enable the estimator to smooth sensor measurements while also updating quickly when the drone changes state.
To see options for the state estimator, run python state_estimator.py --help . You
can also read more about the Unscented Kalman Filter in the Duckiesky Learning Materials chapter on this topic.
When the UKF is working you can see a graph appear in the web interface along with
the raw sensor value for the height.
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UNIT C-4

Mapping and Localization

✎

The Duckiedrone can perform localization with a map created from an image, as well
as the ability to run SLAM (online or offline). Both methods use the drone’s camera
to produce a pose estimate, but localization requires a map of the environment before
hand, represented as images stitched together (map.jpg) whereas SLAM builds a map
of the environment as it runs. SLAM does not run well online even with a fast base station. However it gives good performance when run offline to create a map, and then
later using that map to localize.
These scripts replace the vision_flow_and_phase.py script that does velocity and position control. The reason is that we save time and memory by avoiding sending images
to different nodes on the Pi and instead do all processing in a single node that directly
connects to the camera.
The recommended workflow is to first run SLAM to create a map offline. Then after
creating the map, run localization with the saved map to give the drone a global position estimate.

4.1. SLAM

✎

The recommended mode for SLAM is to run it offline; there is not enough compute
even offboard to run it during flight. It may be possible to run SLAM online with additional optimization or by rewriting the algorithm in C++; for this reason we include instructions for running online as well. Note that if you run anything offboard, ROS must
be installed on the offboard machine. Running offboard is not required to run SLAM;
however it may be significantly faster to create the map if you use a fast base station.
Offline SLAM:
Sa
Savve Flight Data
Data: The first step to offline SLAM is to fly the drone and collect image
data to build the map. To do this, run ‘vision_localization_offboard.py –offline’ which
will save the image data from a flight to ‘flight_data.txt.’ Press ‘r’ to toggle recording the
data. After the second press, the script will write the data to the file and will let you
know when it is done (this may take ~10 min for a longer flight).
Build a Map
Map: This can be done either offline or online. Run “offline_slam.py” which
will look for the “flight_data.txt” file and save a map to a file called “map.txt.”
Localize
Localize: Currently this only works onboard, but we will add offboard support soon.
Make sure your “map.txt” file is in the scripts folder and run “vision_localization_onboard.py –read” which will perform localization over the map created by SLAM. Press
“r” to restart the localization.
Online SLAM Online SLAM runs but not in real time, even offboard. Therefore we do
not recommend it until and unless we make it fast enough to run in realtime. However
we are including instructions in case someone wants to try! For online slam:
Offboar
Offboard:
d: run vision_localization_offboard.py on the pi. On the offboard computer
run offboard_slam.py . Press r to toggle SLAM.
Onboar
Onboard:
d: run vision_localization_onboard.py --SLAM on the pi. Press r to toggle
SLAM.

MAPPING
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4.2. Localization with a Stit
Stitched
ched Map
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✎

These instructions describe how to create a stitched image of a map with your cell
phone or other camera. Once you have created a map, you can use it to localize.
Take photos of the new map with a cell phone or other camera. Take them at a height of
pointed downward at the workspace. Use an image stitching software to generate
the map. We recommend auto-stitch or hugin. Replace map.jpg with your new map and
change the following four parameters in offboard_localization.py , onboard_localization.py , and localization_helper.py : MAP_PIXEL_WIDTH, MAP_PIXEL_HEIGHT, MAP_REAL_WIDTH, MAP_REAL_HEIGHT. You may need to resize
the image to be smaller if it is too large.
Onboar
Onboard:
d: run vision_localization_onboard.py on the pi. You must fly over the area
captured in map.jpg. Press r in the web interface to toggle localization.
Offboar
Offboard:
d: run vision_localization_offboard.py on the pi and offboard_localization.py on the remote computer. You must fly over the area captured in map.jpg. Press
r to toggle localization.
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Troubleshooting

✎

It is very very common for something to go wrong during your build. Count on it. The
goal is to systematically figure out what is wrong and fix it. Mastering this process is
essential to any robot project, because things will always go wrong.
The high-level bit when troubleshooting is to try to isolate the problem systematically.
Rather than simply redoing part of the build or replacing a part, try to systematically
verify what parts are working and what parts are not working. Your drone will not fly
until everything works!

0.3. Pow
ower
er Issues

✎

A common issue is that your PI won’t boot or the motors won’t turn on. You should
verify that each part of the drone is receiving power. The Pi indicates it has power with
a red power LED. The motors indicate they are receiving power by beeping once. You
can also check each part with the multimeter. Verify that there is a 12 Volt connection
between power and ground on the power distribution board. And verify that the Pi is
receiving 5 volts from the BEC.

0.4. Pi Issues

✎

Most of the next debugging steps require getting “into” your Pi. So if your PI doesn’t
boot and display an access point, you are stuck. If your Pi is not powering on, verify
with a multimeter that the Pi pins are receiving the right voltage on input. You can find
a mapping of the GPIO pins here. Verify that each power pin is receiving 5 volts compared to each ground pin with the multimeter.
If your Pi is receiving 5 volts on its power/ground pins, but no red light turns on, then
it might have gotten fried. This can happen if you wire or short the power/ground pins
on the Pi, so try replacing the Raspberry Pi.
If it is receiving power and turning the red light on, then something might be wrong
with your SD card. Verify that your SD card has the correct image flashed on it, and
that it is seated in the Pi so that it can boot. If all this doesn’t work, then find a keyboard
and monitor to plug the Pi into during boot, to see what is going on during the boot
process. There may be an error message being printed on the screen that will give more
information.

0.5. Camer
Cameraa

✎

Now verify that the camera is working. If the camera node is not starting in screen, use
raspistill to verify that it is plugged in. You can try raspi-config and make sure it
is enabled. Also it is very common for the camera cable to be plugged in backwards, or
plugged into the wrong slot on the Pi. (There are two possible slots that fit the cable.)
Make sure it is plugged into the slot marked “camera”, and that the cable is facing the
right way. (The metal parts of the cable should be facing the pins in the slot.) And make
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sure it is seated all the way.
If none of these things make “raspistill” work, try plugging your Pi into someone else’s
camera, and someone else’s Pi into your camera, and try all of the above debugging
steps. You can also consider if the cable is bad. For example if you bend the cable too
much, it will fatigue and then break the wires; or if a prop strikes the cable, it might
cause the cable to break.
If your Pi and cable works with someone else’s camera but not yours, try replacing the
camera. If your camera and cable work with someone else’s Pi but not yours, try replacing the Pi.

0.6. Rang
Rangee Sensor

✎

The range sensor passes information through the Adafruit board. Use the multimeter
to verify the three wires going to the range sensor have sensible values. Check power
to ground first; then check the signal wire to ground. You should see the signal voltage
change in the multimeter based on the range reading (moving your hand closer and
farther from the sensor.)
If that is working, then check the Adafruit board. Verify that you can read the analog
range voltage reading on the appropriate pin on that board. Then verify that it is getting
power.
If all that looks good, then check the connection to the Adafruit board and the Raspberry pi. Make sure the Pi GPIO pin is accurately reading the adafruit output value.

0.7. Flight Contr
Controller
oller

✎

Finally check the flight controller. When the flight controller connects to the motors, it
will make a “low beep, high beep” sound. So verify you hear the “do do do” from the
motors, indicating they have power, and then the “low, high” indicating the flight controller can talk to them. If that doesn’t work, check the connection between the flight
controller, ESCs, and motors.
Inside the Pi, make sure you can calibrate the accellerometer, and run the flight controller node. If those don’t work, go back and recheck your Cleanflight configuration.
Sometimes the flight controller gets wedged into a state where you can’t talk to it in
Cleanflight. You can get it unwedged by shorting two pins on the board and following
the instructions in Cleanflight. Once you do this though, you’ll need to set the Cleanflight configuration again.

0.8. Flight Issues

✎

Before each flight, physically inspect the drone. Make sure that your camera is mounted firmly, pointed downwards. Make sure the range sensor is pointed downwards and
hasn’t gotten rotated. Make sure the flight controller board is level and firmly attached,
or the IMU and gyroscope will return incorrect readings. Any of these issues could
cause poor flight behavior. Also make sure each propellor is tightened down all the way.
If your drone flips the first time you try to take off, the motors are spinning the wrong
way, or the props are on upside-down. If your drone makes funny noises when arming,
either the props are not tightened all the way, or they are stricking a wire. Tape every-
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thing down as much as possible.
If the drone is not stable during flight, you should make sure that the props are
all tightened down. Make sure the ESCs have been calibrated following as in (this
video)[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csCBMF8P3qg].
After doing all these steps, you can try to tune the PID gains as described in our PID
project.
A well-tuned drone can hover with velocity zero with some drifting, but not tons of drifiting. It should be able to hover with position hold indefinintely.
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Multimet
Multimeters
ers

✎

Using a multimeter effectively is an essential part of debugging any electronics project.
Achieving multimeter mastery is beyond the scope of this course, but there are two
modes that you should be aware of and use as part of your work.

0.9. Checking for Shorts

✎

Most multimeters have a mode where they will beep if the two probes are connected via
a circuit. You can use this mode to check that two outputs on your drone that should be
connected are connected. Do this checking with the drone powered off. For example,
verify that the PI GPIO pin that is reading the Adafruit input is connected to the correct output port on the Adafruit board. And verify that the 5V output from the BEC is
connected to the 5V input on the Pi. And then verify that the power pad on the power
distribution board is NOT connected to the ground pad on the same board.

0.10. Checking V
Voltag
oltagee

✎

When the drone is powered on, you can check each part of the drone for shorts. Voltage
is a measure of relative electric potential between two different parts of the project. For
example, verify that the power pad and ground pad on the PDF show a 12 volt difference. (It’s okay if it varies between 11 and 12.5 volts, depending on the state of your battery sharge.) Verify that the Pi’s power and ground pins show a 5 volt difference. Verify
that the Adafruit board’s power and ground pins show a 5 volt difference as well.

